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Time crystals in periodically driven systems have initially been studied assuming either the ability
to quench the Hamiltonian between different many-body regimes, the presence of disorder or long-
range interactions. Here we propose the simplest scheme to observe discrete time crystal dynamics
in a one-dimensional driven quantum system of the Ising type with short-range interactions and no
disorder. The system is subject only to a periodic kick by a global magnetic field, and no extra
Hamiltonian quenching is performed. We analyze the emerging time crystal stabilizing mechanisms
via extensive numerics as well as using an analytic approach based on an off-resonant transition
model. Due to the simplicity of the driven Ising model, our proposal can be implemented with current
experimental platforms including trapped ions, Rydberg atoms, and superconducting circuits.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2012, Wilczek proposed the idea of quantum time
crystals which spontaneously break the continuous time
translation symmetry [1]. He suggested that a ring of in-
teracting bosons prepared in the ground state can switch
to a periodic motion in time if the magnetic flux through
the ring is properly chosen. However, a no-go theorem
later pointed out that such a time crystal phase is for-
bidden in equilibrium [2, 3]. Alternatively, Sacha first
proposed to search for time crystal dynamics in period-
ically driven systems [4] which was further concretized
by Khemani et al. [5] and Else et al. [6] respectively
studying many-body models. In the presence of strong
disorder, the system is many-body localized (MBL) and
does not absorb heat from the drive. In this MBL regime,
the system can oscillate with a period which is differ-
ent from the drive’s without thermalizing to an infinite
temperature. Such a phase is known as a discrete (or
Floquet) time crystal (DTC) to emphasize the discrete-
ness and to differentiate from the original proposal by
Wilczek. Subsequent theoretical and numerical studies
have demonstrated the existence of DTC in various dis-
ordered Floquet systems [7–10].
Recently, DTCs have been observed in various experi-
ments with trapped ions [11], spatial crystals ammonium
dihydrogen phosphate NH4H2PO4 [12, 13], and nitrogen-
vacancy centers in diamond [14] in the presence of disor-
der or long-range interactions. While in Ref. [11], DTCs
were realized in the MBL phase, the disorder in Refs.
[12–14] was insufficient for reaching the MBL regime.
This triggered a search for DTCs that are not protected
by MBL [15–24]. Driven many-body systems without
disorder that exhibit a DTC have been proposed for
quenched Hamiltonian with short-range interactions in
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cold atoms [22], in two dimensions or higher [19] , in the
regime with all-to-all spin interactions [23] and ultracold
atoms bouncing on an oscillating atom mirror [24].
In this work, we study a DTC in a simple periodi-
cally driven one-dimensional Ising quantum chains with
finite-range two-body interactions and no disorder. In
contrast to Ref. [22] where the driving protocol involves
quenching between two many-body Hamiltonians, which
is experimentally challenging, our drive only consists of
delta kicks generated by a global magnetic field that pe-
riodically applies a pi/2−pulse to each spin.
We find that spin-spin interactions, regardless of their
range, help to stabilize the time crystal with a period
doubling against small errors in the driving protocol. We
analyze the stabilizing mechanism by providing a pertur-
bative model that analyzes the effect of unwanted off-
resonant transitions to other undesired states created by
errors in the driving protocol. Our setup can be experi-
mentally implemented in all quantum technologies plat-
forms that can realize the quantum Ising model, includ-
ing trapped ions [26–30], Rydberg atoms [31, 32], super-
conducting circuits [33], and solid state LiHoF4 [34].
II. THE SYSTEM, STATE PREPARATION AND
DRIVING PROTOCOL
We consider the dynamics of the Ising model in a
transverse-field described by the Hamiltonian
H0 = −J
∑
i
σxi σ
x
i+1 − h
∑
i
σzi (1)
under a periodic delta kick in the absence of disorder.
Here σκi (κ = x, y, z) is the Pauli matrix operator at site
i, h is the strength of the transverse field and J is the
spin-spin coupling strength. The model exhibits a quan-
tum phase transition at hc = J in the thermodynamic
limit. For h > hc, the system’s ground state is a quan-
tum paramagnet while for h < hc, the system breaks the
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2FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram showing the dynamics of the
individual spins in our model for a small perturbation  in the
spin flip. The presence of interaction helps to synchronize the
spins. (b) The energy spectrum of the NN Ising model for h =
0 and the driving scheme. The energy levels are evenly spaced
with a gap ∆E = 2J . The kick operator Kpi
2
only connects
two eigenstates within the same degenerate manifold, while
the errors in the kick operator K−pi may couple different
manifolds. However for the case of off-resonant driving as in
our protocol where the driving frequency ωd = 2pi/τ is far
from the energy gap ∆E = 2J , the effect of K−pi is switched
off for  ∗ and the DTC is robust.
Z2 symmetry spontaneously and becomes a ferromagnet
[35].
The initial state |Ψ(0)〉 is prepared in one of the
two ferromagnetic ground states of H0 with h = 0.
These ground states are simply the product states |R〉 ≡
⊗i |→〉i and |L〉 ≡ ⊗i |←〉i, where |→〉i and |←〉i are
eigenstates of σxi . After evolving the system with H0 for
a time τ , we apply a delta kick
Kφ = exp
[
−iφ
∑
i
σzi
]
, (2)
which rotates the spins about the z axis by an angle
φ = pi(1/2−), where  is a perturbation. The procedure
is then repeated. The time evolution operator over one
period is thus
U = KφU0 = K−piKpi/2U0, (3)
where U0 = exp [−iH0τ ] and ~ = 1. For  = 0 and h = 0,
the kick operator will just flip the spins at every time nτ
and the system returns to the initial state at every 2τ .
As will be shown below, the spin-spin interaction in H0
can ‘correct’ the imperfect spin flip for a small but finite
 (Fig. 1(a)), causing the formation of the time-crystal
[36].
To observe the DTC, we measure the total magnetiza-
tion in the x direction at every period, i.e.,
mx(n) =
1
N
〈Ψ(n)|
∑
i
σxi |Ψ(n)〉, (4)
where N is the number of spins in the system and
|Ψ(n)〉 = Un |Ψ(0)〉 is the wavefunction of the system
just before the n-th kick. We will show that, under an
off-resonant driving condition,mx(n) fulfills the following
criteria for the DTC in the thermodynamic limit [22, 23].
(1) Time-translational symmetry breaking: mx(n+ 1) 6=
mx(n). (2) Rigidity: mx(n) shows a fixed oscillation
period without fine-tuned Hamiltonian parameters. (3)
Persistence: the oscillations must persist for infinitely-
long times. Thus the Fourier transform of mx(n) has a
pronounced peak at pi.
III. EFFECTIVE ANALYTIC MODEL
To understand the DTC dynamics in our model, let
us first consider the trivial case with Jτ = h = 0
where all spins are disconnected and start with an ini-
tial state |R〉. The state after n driving periods is sim-
ply |Ψ(n)〉 = Knφ |R〉 = Knφ|R〉 with the magnetization
mx(n) = (−1)n [2 cos2(pin)− 1]. Hence, the Fourier
spectrum of mx(n) has two peaks at pi±2pi, as depicted
in Fig. 2(a). This is not a time crystal since the positions
of the peaks depend on  regardless of the system size.
When the interaction is switched on (Jτ 6= 0, h = 0),
the above situation changes dramatically. As will be
shown, when the drive is off-resonant, the two main peaks
will be separated by a distance proportional to (/∗)maN
for a critical value ∗ and a positive constant ma ∼ O(1),
as depicted in Fig. 2(b). The main peaks’ separation
will converge to zero as N → ∞ for  < ∗. To see
this peak merging, let us consider the state after n driv-
ing periods |Ψ(n)〉 = (Kpi
2
K−piU0)n|R〉. The driving
scheme is depicted in Fig. 1(b). Since 〈L|Kpi
2
|R〉 = 1,
the kick operator Kpi
2
only flips the two ground states
|R〉 and |L〉. It does not connect them to the excited
states. The operator K−pi, on the other hand, gener-
ates transitions to the excited states. In first order in
, it does not connect the two ground states. We can
see this by approximating K−pi to first order in  by
K−pi ≈ 1 + ipi
∑N
i=1 σ
z
i . Since K−pi only flips one
spin, it follows that 〈L|K−pi|R〉 → 0 as  → 0. How-
ever, the kick operator couples the ground state to the
first excited states |j〉 = σzj |R〉 for j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·N} as
〈j|K−pi|R〉 ∼ . If the driving frequency ωd = 2pi/τ is
much larger than the energy gap ∆E of H0, the corre-
sponding transition to the excited states is too far off-
resonant to get significantly populated. Hence K−pi is
effectively switched off, as will be confirmed by exact di-
agonalization below.
3FIG. 2. [(a) and (b)] Stroboscopic magnetization mx(n) for N = 10 and Fourier transforms of mx(n) for various system sizes
N . Here  = 0.08, h = 0. In the absence of spin-spin interaction as shown in (a), the Fourier peaks for various N coincide. The
splitting of the two peaks equals 2 for all N while it scales approximately as (/∗)maN from the scaling analysis in (c) and
(d) in the presence of interaction. (c) Fourier peak splitting as a function of  for h = 0, Jτ = 0.6. The straight lines show the
linear fits for various system sizes. (d) The linear fitting parameters of (c) as a function of N . Straight lines show the linear
fitting of the data points.
With the above conditions, the Fourier spectrum of
mx(n), defined as m˜x(ω), will show a main peak at
ωτ = pi and side peaks of height ∼ 2 [37]. When
 becomes large, one has to take into account higher
order terms in the expansion of K−pi. The N -th or-
der term, in particular, couples the two ground states
|L〉 and |R〉, leading to the splitting of the main peak
δω = |ωfτ − pi| ≈ (/∗)maN with ma = 1, and ωf is the
main peak’s frequency.
IV. DISCRETE TIME CRYSTAL WITH
NEAREST-NEIGHBOUR INTERACTIONS
To validate the above picture, we calculate the time
evolution using exact diagonalization. The correspond-
ing driving frequency is ωd = 2pi/τ ≈ 10.5J , while the
energy gap of H0 is ∆E = 2J . In Fig. 2(c), we plot
the splitting ln(δω) as a function of ln() for various sys-
tem’s sizes N . The data for each N is fitted linearly,
i.e., ln(δω) = b(N) + a(N) ln(). As shown in Fig. 2(d),
a(N) and b(N) are approximately linearly dependent on
N with the slopes ma ≈ 0.88 and mb ≈ 1.33, respec-
tively. This linear dependence agrees well with the per-
turbation theory which predicts ma = 1. In the limit
N →∞, the splitting δω ≈ (/∗)maN goes to zero when
 < ∗ = exp(−mb/ma) ≈ 0.22 and diverges otherwise.
To analyze the full spectrum including side peaks, in
Fig. 3(a) we plot a color map of the Fourier spectrum as a
function of . The spectrum is divided into three regimes:
(1)  . 0.14 where there are two main peaks separated
by (/∗)maN around ωτ = pi, (2) 0.14 .  . 0.35 where
there is no prominent peak, and (3) 0.35 .  < 0.5 where
there is one prominent peak at ω = 0. The corresponding
Fourier spectra with values of  taken from each of the
regime are shown in Figs. 3(g)- 3(i).
To quantify the transitions, we calculate the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence defined as [38]
KLD =
∑
ω
Aω ln
(
Aω/A
ref
ω
)
, (5)
where Aω is the Fourier spectrum of mx(n) and Arefω is
the Fourier spectrum of a perfect cosine function with
ωfτ = pi [39]. The sum of the Fourier spectra are nor-
malized to one, i.e.
∑
ω Aω =
∑
ω A
ref
ω = 1. Physically,
the KLD measures how the Fourier spectrum Aω is dif-
ferent from Arefω which signatures a perfect DTC. Figure
3(d) shows the KLD as a function of . The KLD shows
distinct behaviour in the three regimes mentioned above,
as expected. The dynamics of the three cases can be un-
derstood by considering three limiting cases. (1) When
 = 0, there is one prominent peak at ωτ = pi as discussed
earlier. (2) When  = 0.25, the kick operator rotates |R〉
to
∏
i(|→〉i + |←〉i)/
√
2, hence maximizing the overlap
with the excited states. Thus the Fourier spectrum shows
no prominent peak. (3) When  = 0.5, the kick operator
is turned off and the state does not evolve. Hence, the
Fourier spectrum has a prominent peak at ω = 0.
4FIG. 3. [(a)-(c)] Color map of the Fourier spectrum of the stroboscopic magnetization in x direction with , Jτ and h/J as
the driving parameter respectively. Here N = 14 and the Fourier transform is performed over 1000 periods of the drive. The
amplitude of the Fourier peaks is divided by the maximum amplitude for better visualization. [(d)-(f)] KL divergence of the
Fourier spectrum in the corresponding upper panel. The plateaus around KLD∼ 2 indicate the DTC phase and the vertical
dash lines show the approximated phase boundary. [(g)-(i)] Cuts of the Fourier spectrum color map in (a) for  from three
different phases. (g)  = 0.1 and the system is in DTC phase. Inset shows a zoom-in of the main peaks around ωτ = pi (the
Fourier transform is carried out over 105 periods here). The two main peaks are separated by (/∗)maN in this phase. (h)
 = 0.25 and there is no prominent peak observed. (i)  = 0.5 and the system oscillate with the drive. One prominent peak is
observed at ω = 0. The spectrum is folded into [−pi, pi) for better visualization of the main peak.
In Fig. 3(b), we plot the Fourier spectrum as a func-
tion of Jτ . The spectrum shows five different regimes as
FIG. 4. [(a) and (b)] Color map of the Fourier spectrum of
the stroboscopic magnetization in the x direction with h/J
as the driving parameter for various Jτ . Here N = 8 and the
Fourier transform is performed over 1000 periods.
Jτ is varied from zero to pi. The corresponding transi-
tions, labeled by Jτ∗q with q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, are captured
by the KLD, as depicted in Fig. 3(e). These transitions
can be understood as follows. In the limit of Jτ = 0,
as shown in Fig. 2(a), the spectrum displays two main
peaks separated by 4pi. When Jτ is increased, these two
peaks create a beating effect where the envelope oscillates
over the period τ/. The kick operator creates excita-
tions that oscillate on the timescale of 2pi/∆E = pi/J .
The first transition happens when these two timescales
become comparable, i.e., Jτ∗1 = pi ≈ 0.4. This approx-
imated value agrees with the transition shown in Figs.
3(b) and 3(e). As Jτ∗1 < Jτ < Jτ∗2 , the drive is off-
resonant with ∆E leading to the DTC as discussed ear-
lier. At Jτ = 0.5pi, the drive hits the second harmonic
(ωd ∼ 2∆E) of the system. In this regime, after two driv-
ing periods, the excitations gain the phase of 2∆Eτ = 2pi.
Hence, in the rotating frame that oscillates with the pe-
riod 2τ , the system will behave as if Jτ = 0, leading to
two peaks at pi± 2pi. When moving back to the original
frame that oscillates with the period τ , there is an ex-
tra peak at pi. The phase boundaries can be calculated
as Jτ∗2 = 0.5pi − pi and Jτ∗3 = 0.5pi + pi. At Jτ = pi,
the drive hits the first harmonic of the system. The ex-
5FIG. 5. [(a)-(c)] Stroboscopic magnetization as a func-
tion of time for various values of  and the correspond-
ing Fourier spectrum performed over 105 kicking periods for
N = 14, h/J = 0.32, Jτ = 0.6. The initial state is prepared in
one of the ferromagnetic ground states ofH0 with h/J = 0.32.
(d) Stroboscopic magnetization from TEBD simulation [25]
for N = 80,  = 0.02, Jτ = 0.6, h/J = 0.32. The lines are just
guide to the eyes.
citations gain the phase of 2pi after one driving period.
Hence, the situation is the same as Jτ = 0. The phase
boundary is Jτ∗4 = pi−pi. At Jτ∗3 < Jτ < Jτ∗4 , the drive
is off-resonance with the first and the second harmonic
of the system, leading to the DTC.
In Fig. 3(c), we plot the Fourier spectrum as a function
of h/J . The spectrum shows a transition at h∗/J ≈ 0.5
which also appears in the corresponding KLD plot in Fig.
3(f). At h/J > h∗/J , we observe that the splitting of the
main peak grows linearly with h/J with the rate 2 tan θ ∼
0.40. This splitting can be understood as follows. In the
limit h/J  1, the magnetic field dominates the spin-
spin interactions and [U0,Kφ] ' 0. Hence, the system
evolves with the approximated operator K0.5pi−pi−hτ =
Kpi(0.5−′), where ′ = + hτ/pi. Hence the splitting rate
is 2δ′/δ(h/J) = 2τ/pi ∼ 0.38 (Jτ = 0.6), in agreement
with the splitting observed in Fig. 3(c). This relation
also holds for other values of Jτ as shown in Fig. 4.
We also consider an initial state prepared from one of
the ferromagnetic ground states of H0 in Eq. (1) with
0 < h/J < 1. In experiment, such a state can be pre-
pared by cooling the system in the presence of a strong
magnetic field in the x direction at two ends of the chain.
KLD
A
B
A
B
B
A
A A
C
A A
C
A
FIG. 6. Color map of the KLD in the  − h/J and Jτ −
h/J parameter space for N = 14. The top row corresponds
to the nearest neighbour interacting case (α → ∞) and the
interaction range increases down the row. A labels the DTC
phase, B labels the regime in which the system oscillates with
the drive, and C labels the regime where the drive hits the
second harmonic of the system.
As we can see from Fig. 5, the period doubling in the
stroboscopic magnetization remains robust and persists
in a large system size [40].
For general values of the driving parameters , Jτ and
h/J , the approximate phase boundaries of DTC are cap-
tured by the KLD as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The
DTC phases are stable up to h/J ∼ 0.6. For h/J 6= 0,
the energy spectrum becomes dispersive and bands are
formed. In particular, the energy span of the second band
increases as h/J increases. This results in the wedge-like
shape of phase C in Fig. 6(b). Moreover, the first DTC
phase (on the left) is more robust than the second DTC
phase (on the right). This is because in order to get out
of the first DTC phase, resonance to the states in the
second band is required and is more difficult to achieve
than populating the states in the first band (which melts
the second DTC) since a higher order perturbation in the
kick operator is involved.
V. THE EFFECT OF LONG-RANGE
INTERACTIONS
Now let us consider the effect of the range of interac-
tion in stabilizing the DTC. The Hamiltonian is modified
6FIG. 7. Stroboscopic magnetization as a function of time and the corresponding Fourier spectrum for various α and 0. Here
N = 14, h/J = 0.32, Jτ = 0.6.
to H0 = −J
∑
i<j σ
x
i σ
x
j /|i− j|α − h
∑
i σ
z
i , with α char-
acterizing the interaction range [41, 42]. Figures 6(c)-
6(f) show the phase diagrams for various values of α in
the (h/J)−  and (h/J)− Jτ planes respectively. Upon
decreasing α (increasing the range of interactions), the
DTC phase becomes more robust to the perturbations in
the external transverse field (left column of Fig. 6). The
long-range interaction helps to maintain the system in
the symmetry broken state with a finite magnetization
in the x direction as well as stabilizing the DTC against
perturbations in the imperfection of the spin-flip . On
the other hand, the two DTC phases observed in the near-
est neighbour interacting case in the Jτ parameter space
shrink upon introducing long range interactions. To un-
derstand this, let us consider the limiting case h = 0.
In the presence of long-range interactions, spin flips at
different sites have different energies. This results in a
broadening of the energy spectrum and increasing the
probability of populating the excited states. Hence, the
stability of the DTC phase decreases.
We further check the stability of the DTC by taking the
initial state as one of the ground states of H0 with h/J =
0.32 and introducing noises in the kick by setting  as a
random variable, i.e. Kφ = exp [−i
∑
i φiσ
z
i ], where φi =
pi(1/2 − i) and i is drawn from a uniform distribution
[0, 0]. The result is shown in Fig. 7. We can see from
the left panel of the plot, the period doubling persists for
a small 0 and this further supports the presence of the
DTC without fine-tuning the Hamiltonian parameters.
As 0 becomes larger, the DTC becomes less stable and
the effect of noise is more pronounce in the case of smaller
α as show in the right panel of Fig. 7.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We showed the possibility to observe a stable DTC
in an Ising spin system in the absence of disorder sub-
jected only to a periodic drive without the need for any
other Hamiltonian control [40]. The simplicity of the
global driving protocol should trigger further theoretical
and experimental studies in this direction. Among future
works, one could consider the effect of the shape of the
periodic drive with Gaussian with finite lifetime instead
of a delta. The possibility to observe such behavior for
different spin Hamiltonians and the dimensionality de-
pendence might be of interest as well.
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8Supplemental Material
In this Supplemental Material, we derive the stroboscopic magnetization to the lowest order of  from perturbation
theory in section I. In section II, the eigenspectrum of the time evolution operator and its relation to the existence of
DTC in the nearest-neighbour Ising model is studied.
I. PERTURBATIVE TREATMENT IN THE INFINITE-RANGE INTERACTING CASE
In this section, we expand the kick operator in terms of  and show that the first order term gives rise to a main
central peak and two side peaks of order 2 in the Fourier spectrum.
The kick operator up to the first order in pi is given by
Ukick = K−piKpi/2 =
∞∑
µ=0
(ipiSz)µKpi/2, (S1)
with short hand notation Sz =
∑
i σ
z, and Kθ = exp [−iθ
∑
i σ
z
i ]. Take the initial state |0〉 = |R〉 = | →,→,→, ...,→〉.
At time t = τ , the system is in the state
|1〉 = U |0〉 = [Kpi/2 + ipiKpi/2Sz] |0〉 . (S2)
The state Sz |L〉 where |L〉 ≡ | ←,←,←, ...,←〉 is in general not an eigenstate of H0, i.e. Sz |L〉 =
∑
µ cµ |µ〉 with
coefficients cµ. At t = 2τ , the system is in the state
|2〉 = U |1〉 = [K2pi/2 + ipi(SzK2pi/2 +Kpi/2U0SzKpi/2] |0〉 , (S3)
where U0 = exp[−iH0τ ]. At t = 3τ , the system is in the state
|3〉 = U |2〉 = [K3pi/2 + ipi(K3pi/2 +Kpi/2U0K2pi/2 + (Kpi/2U0)2Sz] |0〉 , (S4)
and at t = 4τ ,
|4〉 = U |3〉 = [K4pi/2 + ipi(K4pi/2 +Kpi/2U0K3pi/2 + (Kpi/2U0)2K2pi/2 + (Kpi/2U0)3Kpi/2)Sz] |0〉 . (S5)
In general, at t = nτ , one obtains
|n〉 =
[
Knpi/2 + ipi
(
n−1∑
ν=0
(Kpi/2U0)
νKn−νpi/2
)
Sz
]
|0〉+O(2). (S6)
For the LMG model where the interaction is of infinite range, the Hamiltonian reads
HLMG = − 1
4N
∑
i,j
σxi σ
x
j −
h
2
∑
i
σzi . (S7)
The prefactor 1/N is to ensure the energy is extensive in the thermodynamic limit. Using the total spin operator
Sκ =
∑
i σ
κ
i /2 (with κ = x, y, z) obeying [Sz, J±] = ±J± and [J+, J−] = 2Jz, the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as a
single particle model
HLMG = − 1
N
(Sx)2 − hSz. (S8)
This Hamiltonian commutes with the total spin S2, thus conserving angular momentum, and with Kpi/2, corresponds
to the parity symmetry. Thus, HLMG can be diagonalized in each sector S ∈ [0, N/2] separately. In the subspace of S =
N/2 which contains the ground state, the eigen-basis is given by the Dicke states |S,M〉 whereM ∈ [−S,−S+1, · · · , S].
For the ferromagnetic interaction that we are considering here, the ground state is |S, S〉 and |S,−S〉.
Since [H0,Kpi/2] = 0 for the LMG model, Eq. S6 simplifies to
|n〉 = Knpi/2
[
1 + ipi
n−1∑
ν=0
Uν0 S
z
]
|0〉+O(2), (S9)
9with |0〉 = |S, S〉. The action of Sz generates a lower eigenstates of the Dicke ladder, i.e. Sz |S, S〉 = √N |S, S − 1〉.
Using HLMG |S, S〉 = 0 and HLMG |S, S − 1〉 = ω1 |S, S − 1〉, we find
|n〉 = Knpi/2 |S, S〉+ ipi
√
N
n−1∑
ν=0
(e−iω1τ )νK2pi/2 |S, S − 1〉 , (S10)
= Knpi/2 |S, S〉+ ipi
√
NχnK
2
pi/2 |S, S − 1〉 ,
where
χn =
1− e−iω1nτ
1− e−iω1τ . (S11)
To calculate the magnetization
mzn =
1
N
〈n|Sx|n〉 , (S12)
we start with
Sx |n〉 = (−1)nS |S, S〉+ ipiχn(−1)n
√
N(S − 1) |S, S − 1〉 (S13)
using the fact that the Dicke states are eigenstates of Sx. For large N , we can approximate S− 1 ≈ S = N/2. We get
mxn = (−1)n
[
1− pi2|χn|2N
]
. (S14)
Using (−1)n = cos(pin) and
|χn|2 = 1− cos(ω1τn)
1− cos(ω1τ) , (S15)
we find
mxn =
[
1− 
2pi2N
1− cos(ω1τ)
]
+
2pi2N
1− cos(ω1τ)
1
2
[cos(npi − nω1τ) + cos(nτ + nωlτ)]. (S16)
The Fourier transform of the above equation gives three peaks at 0 and ωlpi with heights depending on the prefactor
of the cosine functions which in turn depends on τ and .
II. SPECTRUM OF THE TIME EVOLUTION OPERATOR IN THE TIME CRYSTAL
To have a stable time crystal phase, Ref. [S1] showed that the spectrum of the time evolution operator (Floquet
operator) has to have a particular structure. Unless otherwise specified, we consider J = 1 in this section. Any
eigenstate of the Floquet operator with quasi-energy µα needs to have a partner with quasi-energy µα + pi/τ (where
τ is the driving period), a.k.a pi spectral pairing.
To understand this, let’s recall the Floquet unitary operator of our system
U = K−piKpi/2U0, (S17)
where U0 = exp [−iH0τ ] is the free evolution operator and Kφ = exp [−iφ
∑
i σ
z
i ]. The eigensystem of the Floquet
operator is usually written as
U(τ) |α〉 = e−iµατ |α〉 , (S18)
and µα is known as the quasi-energy.
Note that the parity operator P =
∏
i σ
z
i commutes with H0 as well as U . Both the eigen-energy Es of H0 and the
parity eigenvalues p = ±1 are good quantum numbers. For illustration, consider the case of h = 0 and perfect spin
flip  = 0, the eigenstates of the Floquet operator can be expressed in the form of
|±〉 ∼ |Es, p = ±1〉 = 1√
2
(|{σxs }〉+ |{σxs }〉) , (S19)
where |{σxs }〉 and |{σxs }〉 are the Z2 symmetry-breaking states of H0. We have
U |±〉 =
{
±e−iEsτ |±〉 for N = 4m
∓e−iEsτ |±〉 for N = 4m+ 2
10
where N is the system size and m is a positive integer. In either case, we have a pair of eigenstates {|+〉 , |−〉} having
an eigenvalue of opposite sign. This translates into a pi/τ difference in the quasi-energy. If one prepares the initial
state as a superposition of the |+〉 and |−〉, that is a symmetry broken state of H0, it will undergo Rabi oscillation
with a frequency pi/τ . More explicitly,
|Ψ(0)〉 = 1√
2
(|+〉+ |−〉) (S20)
|Ψ(nτ)〉 = Unf0 |Ψ(0)〉 =
1√
2
(e−iµ+nτ |+〉+ e−iµ−nτ |−〉). (S21)
If µ− = µ+ + pi/τ ,
|Ψ(nτ)〉 =
{
1√
2
e−iµ+nτ (|+〉 − |−〉) for odd n
1√
2
e−iµ+nτ (|+〉+ |−〉) = e−iµ+nτ |Ψ(0)〉 for even n
and so the observable returns to itself every 2τ .
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FIG. S1. Blue crosses show the Floquet spectrum for various  for N = 4, h = 0 and τ = 0.6. The red circles are the ±pi/τ
shift of the quasi-energies. For  = 0, each of the blue cross with quasi-energy µα has a red circle that corresponds to an
eigenstate with quasienergy µα′ ± pi/τ to pair up. For a larger value of  = 0.2, the Floquet spectrum is significantly modified
and the pi pairing of Floquet eigenstates is inhibited.
Figure S1 illustrates the pi pairing in the Floquet spectrum for N = 4 and h = 0 for the NN Ising model. The
Floquet spectrum is modified when  6= 0. Depending on the value of  and how the energy gap between adjacent
states and that of the even and odd parity states are modified, the pairing may be inhibited (like in Fig. S1(c)) and
the period doubling in the observable does not persist.
More generally, Ref. [S1] and [S2] introduced a scheme to check for the pi-spectral pairing by considering the
quasi-energy gaps
∆
(α)
0 = µα+1 − µα and ∆(α)pi = µα+N/2 − (µα + pi/τ), (S22)
for all α’s, and N is the dimension of the Hilbert space. If the system is a time crystal and there’s pi-spectral pairing,
we expect 〈log ∆pi〉 to be much smaller than 〈log ∆0〉. Moreover, in order to have the pairing in the thermodynamic
limit, we need 〈log ∆pi〉 scales down faster than 〈log ∆0〉 with the system size.
Figure S2(a) shows a plot of
〈
log ∆0/pi
〉
as a function of  in the NN Ising model for h = 0.32, τ = 0.6. For each of
the , we perform numerical linear fitting to
〈
log ∆0/pi
〉
= a+ b logN, (S23)
and plotted the slope as a function of  in Fig. S2(b).
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FIG. S2. (a) The adjacent quasienergy gap ∆0 and the even-odd parity states gap ∆pi as a function of . (b) Scaling exponent
of
〈
log ∆0/pi
〉
to the system size N as a function of . For  . 0.05, the pi-spectral pairing is favorable. Here the NN Ising model
for h = 0.32 and τ = 0.6 is considered.
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